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Abstract

such initialization is of small importance given the multiple iterations of resegmentation and merging of the data that are performed
in the clustering process. A simple linear initialization of the data
into the desired number of equal-sized clusters has been used with
relative success in our speaker diarization system. Acoustic models are trained from such data and a resegmentation-retraining process is used to redistribute the data into homogeneous clusters.
This method is very quick and brings relatively good results.
By using linear initialization, no constraint is applied to the
data that is initially categorized into each cluster, leaving it to the
resegmentation and retraining process to reassign the acoustic data
into clusters. In some cases, acoustic segments from more than
one speaker remain in their originally-assigned cluster throughout
the clustering process. In other cases a minority speaker remains
within a cluster containing data from another speaker and ends
up merging with this speaker. In both situations we end up with
an increase in the diarization error rate (DER) which is difficult
to reduce during the clustering process. The use of a standard kmeans algorithm (see [6])to find the cluster initialization obtains
even worse results than with the linear initialization algorithm.
In this paper we present a novel initialization algorithm that
aims at creating an initial clustering with a predefined number of
clusters with emphasis on cluster purity. We use the definition
of purity introduced in [3], which accounts for the percentage of
frames in any given cluster that come from the most represented
speaker in that cluster. It differs from the DER in that we don’t try
to find the optimum number of clusters (we would obtain perfect
purity if a different cluster was created for each frame of data). To
do so, we first find the most probable speaker change points in the
recording using the BIC metric. Then we make groups of friends
using these segments until reaching the desired number of initial
clusters. Finally we reassign all frames to the newly all created
clusters.
In section 2 we review the speaker diarization system used in
this paper. In section 3 we present the proposed algorithm and in
section 4 we show experiments comparing this algorithm to the
previously used one. Finally we draw some conclusions.

The task of speaker diarization consists of answering the question “Who spoke when?”. The most commonly used approach to
speaker diarization is agglomerative clustering of multiple initial
clusters. Even though the initial clustering is greatly modified by
iterative cluster merging and possibly multiple resegmentations of
the data, the initialization algorithm is a key module for system
performance and robustness. In this paper we present a novel approach that obtains a desired initial number of clusters in three
steps. It first computes possible speaker change points via a standard technique based on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
It then classifies the resulting segments into ”friend” and ”enemy”
groups to finally creates an initial set of clusters for the system. We
test this algorithm with the dataset used in the RT05s evaluation,
where we show a 13% Diarization error rate relative improvement
and a 2.5% absolute cluster purity improvement with respect to our
previous algorithm.
Index Terms: Speaker diarization, speaker segmentation and clustering, clusters initialization, meetings indexing.

1. Introduction
The goal of speaker diarization is to segment an audio recording into speaker-homogeneous regions [1] answering the question
“Who spoke when?”. Typically, this segmentation must be performed with little knowledge of the characteristics of the audio or
of the participants in the recording. We can normally know the
type and source of the recording (wether it is a meeting or broadcast news, and when it was recorded). We cannot use any information on the number of speakers present, their identities, noise,
commercials or other events.
The most commonly used technique in speaker diarization is
based on agglomerative clustering. An initial set of clusters is iteratively reduced by merging the closest pair according to a similarity metric until a stopping point is reached. A cluster is defined to
be a set of segments, not necessarily contiguous, that share some
acoustic similarity. A segment is defined to be a contiguous set
of acoustic frames. In the system presented here we constrain the
segments to have a minimum duration. It is also common practice to use BIC [2] as a similarity metric between clusters and as a
stopping criterion.
In order to define the initial clustering we need to establish a
tradeoff between simplicity and accuracy. It can be thought that

2. Agglomerative Speaker Diarization System
As explained in [4], [5] and [6], the speaker clustering system is
based on an agglomerative clustering technique. It initially splits
the data into K clusters (where K must be greater than the num-
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Figure 1: Clusters initialization blocks diagram

difference between the number of free parameters in both models
is zero.
The cluster initialization block is often been considered to be
of less importance, as many segmentations and model retraining
iterations take place later in the process that would allow a suboptimal initialization to perform as well as any other. In this respect it has been considered that the best initialization is that which
doesn’t introduce any computational burden to the overall system.
With a marked reduction of the error in the current system, we
have seen that the linear initialization does cause a problem on the
final score, since some initial clustering errors are propagated all
the way to the end of the agglomerative clustering and show up
in the final result. It has also been seen that a linear initialization
without any acoustic constraints on the created clusters introduces
a random effect in the system which could be one of the sources of
per-show “flakiness”, as presented in [12].
When designing an initialization algorithm for speaker diarization there is an additional problem beyond the standard problem of acoustic clustering. It is important to constrain the classification of the acoustic information according to its acoustic context, as it will be afterwards classified within the rest of the system,
which uses a minimum duration for a speaker turn to avoid instabilities and very short segments. For this reason it is important
to split into separate initial clusters acoustic data from a speaker
in different background situations (for example in a solo presentation, in overlap or between many non-speech events).
In the next section we present the proposed cluster initialization algorithm that addresses these problems, while not imposing
a significant burden on the system’s speed, and then we compare it
to the standard linear initialization in section 4.

ber of speakers, and is chosen using the algorithm presented in
[7]), and then iteratively merges the clusters (according to a metric
based on ΔBIC) until a stopping criterion is met. Our clustering algorithm models the acoustic data using an ergodic hidden
Markov model (HMM), where the initial number of states is equal
to the initial number of clusters (K). Upon completion of the algorithm’s execution, each remaining state is taken to represent a
different speaker. Each state in the HMM model contains a set of
M D sub-states, imposing a minimum duration on the model (we
use M D = 3 seconds). Within the state, each one of the substates shares a probability density function (PDF) modelled via a
Gaussian mixture model (GMM).
The system works as follows:
1. If more than one recorded channels is available for a given
meeting, we combine them into a single “enhanced“ channel using a delay-and-sum algorithm [8].
2. Run speech/non-speech detection on the enhanced channel
using the speech/non-speech algorithm presented in [9].
3. Extract acoustic features from the data and remove nonspeech frames.
4. Estimate the number of initial clusters K using the algorithm presented in [7].
5. Create models for the K initial clusters using either linear
initialization or the new proposed initialization algorithm.
6. Perform iterative merging using the following steps:
(a) Run a Viterbi decode to resegment the data.
(b) Retrain the models using Expectation-Maximization
(EM) and the segmentation from step (a). Repeat
steps (a) and (b) several times to stabilize the segmentation.

3. Friends Versus Enemies Initialization
Algorithm

(c) Select the cluster pair with the largest merge score
(based on ΔBIC) that is > 0.0.

The proposed initialization algorithm is designed to split the
acoustic data into N clusters, where N is determined beforehand
by some other algorithm or set by the user. In the agglomerative clustering scheme presented here, N corresponds to the initial
number of clusters used to start the agglomerative process. Each of
the resulting initial clusters has a duration which is not restricted
to be equal to any other cluster.
The complete initialization is composed of three distinct
blocks, as shown in Figure 1. The first block performs a speakerchange detection on the acoustic data to identify segments with
a high probability of containing only one acoustic event. Such
acoustic events can be silence, various noises, an individual
speaker or various speakers overlapping each other. We perform
this first step using the modified Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) metric (introduced by [6]) computed between two models

(d) If no such pair of clusters is found, stop and output
the current clustering.
(e) Merge the pair of clusters found in step (c). The models for the individual clusters in the pair are replaced
by a single, combined model.
(f) Go to step (a).
For the merging distance measure and clustering stopping criteria, we use a variation of the commonly used Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [10]. The ΔBIC compares two possible
models: two clusters belong to the same speaker or they belong to
different speakers. The variation we use was introduced by Ajmera
et al. [6], [11], and consists of the elimination of the tunable parameter λ by ensuring that, for any given ΔBIC comparison, the
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of the xlkld for each segment given all predefined groups. The
processing continues until the desired number of initial clustering
N is reached or we run out of free segments.
At that point in the third block we use all created models to
reassign the acoustic data into the N classes using Viterbi. The
resulting clustering is not constrained to the predefined speaker
changes, therefore any speaker change detection errors can be corrected. All data gets assigned to its closest cluster, classifying any
acoustic frames not assigned in the previous block. Finally, one
cluster model is trained from each of the resulting clusters.

4. Experiments
In order to test the proposed initialization algorithm, we compare
its performance to the linear initialization used in our speaker diarization system to date. Such initialization defines N initial clusters by splitting the input signal into even parts and then iterates
over model training and segmentation on the data in order to obtain initial clusters with acoustically homogeneous data.
Both initialization techniques were compared using the data
distributed for the NIST Rich Transcription 2005 Spring Meeting
Recognition Evaluation, RT05s ([13]). This consists of excerpts
from multi-party meetings in English collected at six different sites
at various time periods. From each meeting only an excerpt of 10
to 12 minutes is evaluated. Varying numbers of microphones are
available for each recording ranging from 3 to 16. We processed
all available microphones using an implementation of the delayand-sum algorithm (see [8]) to obtain a single enhanced signal, on
which we apply the diarization algorithms.
In order to compare the two techniques, we measure their performance at two different stages of the speaker diarization system:
cluster purity and diarization error rate (DER).
We compute a cluster’s purification right after the initialization algorithm. We use the concept of purity as introduced by [3],
where for each initial cluster we compute the percentage of the
total cluster time used by the main speaker present in that cluster
according to the reference clustering. The total cluster purity for
a particular recording is the time-weighted sum of all individual
cluster purities. In the same way, the overall cluster purity is the
time-averaged sum of all individual recording purities. A cluster
purity of 100% indicates that all clusters contain only one speaker.
In addition, we use the diarization error rate (DER) as used
in the NIST Rich Transcription Evaluations, to measure the overall diarization score. DER is computed by first finding an optimal
one-to-one mapping of reference speaker ID to system output ID
and then obtaining the error as the percentage of time that the system assigns the wrong speaker label. It differs from the cluster
purity in that it looks at the overall accuracy. As with the purity
metric, the time-weighted DER score is reported for the group of
meetings in each evaluated set.
The results for the proposed algorithm were obtained using
the following parameters: for the speaker change detection step,
individual windows of two seconds were used, with the BIC metric computed every half a second. Change points are allowed only
when the distance between any two change-points is greater than
three seconds. For the friends and enemies block, we used five
gaussian mixtures per cluster. Figure 3 shows the cluster purity and
DER for the RT05s set using different values for F . At F = 3 both
cluster purity and the DER have their optimum values, although it
is not clear whether a better cluster purity always correlates with
a lower final DER. There are other points in the clustering pro-

Figure 2: friends vs. enemies clusters initialization process

created from the data in two adjacent windows of size W , connected at the considered change point. The modified BIC metric
is computed over all the acoustic data every S frames. A possible
change point is selected if BIC < 0 and it corresponds to a local
minimum of the BIC values around it.
The second block creates clusters by identifying the segments
defined in the first part as friends or enemies of each other. We consider that two acoustic segments are friends if they contain acoustically homogeneous data; only the best friends are brought together
to form a cluster. In the same way, we consider two segments to be
enemies if they contain very dissimilar acoustic data. Our aim is to
obtain N final enemy groups (the desired final number of clusters)
consisting of F segments each, which are friends of each other.
We can see in figure 2 how the algorithm works. Given all the
acoustic data to be processed, we build a general model W with 16
gaussian mixtures. The top left graph shows the cross-likelihood
of each segment Si given the world model W normalized by the
number of frames in each segment. The segment with the lowest normalized cross-likelihood (xlkld), with the world model, is
taken as the initial cluster/enemy S1 . The expression used for the
xlkld is
xlkld(S1 , S2 ) =

lkld(S1 |ΘS2 ) + lkld(S2 |ΘS1 )
(LS1 + LS2 )

(1)

where LS1 and LS2 are the length of segments S1 and S2
respectively.
In step 1a in figure 2 we use the data in S1 to train a model with
5 gaussian mixtures (ΘS1 ) and compute the xlkld with all other
segments. The F − 1 segments with bigger xlkld are its friends.
In this example, F = 3. In step 1b, a new model is trained from all
data in this group (Θ1 ) and the xlkld with all remaining segments
is computed. A new enemy S2 is also selected as the segment
with smaller xlkld. Also in the same way, in step 2a we select
F − 1 friends for S2 and in 2b we select a new enemy for both
previously established clusters. This is done by computing the sum
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